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This study evaluates the impact of FFP on consumer behavior. It assesses determiners andmoderators of effective

FFP design in a representative customer survey (n = 502) of Miles & More members in Germany. The study inds

that FFP impact all levels of the customer behavior chain, particularly customer attitude, brand image, booking

behavior, customer loyalty, sustainable customer relationships, and passengers' value perception. FFP building

blocks interact: Service, status, and monetary awards must be effectively combined to maximize customer im-

pact. A broad and far-reaching partner network and transparent redemption options are essential to convince cus-

tomers of the program's value. Airline safety and quality are additional essential determiners of customer booking

and loyalty behavior. FFPmainly addresses frequently lying business customers on short-distance lights. Airlines

should develop their programs to appeal to this customer group and ensure perceived FFP honesty by transparent

and reliable redemption conditions and a comprehensive service package awarding loyal customers reliably.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

Motivation and Research Issue

A wave of insolvency has been haunting the European avi-

ation business: Already, from 2015 to 2017, three Euro-

pean Airlines (Monarch Airlines, Air Berlin, and Alitalia)

have iled for insolvency. The present Corona Crisis has

brought furthermarket participants under signiicant pres-

sure: Laudamotion will stop its operations by October

2020. Easyjet has reported the, most extensive annual loss

in its history since 1995 (Airliners, 2020). Twenty-two

thousand jobs are at stake at Lufthansa, although the com-

pany has been receiving extensive government support this

year (Tagesschau, 2020).

Apart from the Corona-Virus shut down, European airlines

face absolute and perpetual pressure from several direc-

tions: Due to the progressive deregulation of international

light markets and the decrease of fuel prices, rival low-

cost carriers from around the globe have gained important

market shares in Europe and account for 43% of the lights

in 2017 (up from 9% in 2002) (Powley, 2017). Airlines’

leisure customers have been reducing their light activity

partly due to environmental reasons. About 50% of airline

revenues are from15%ofmost frequently lying customers.

Appealing to and retaining frequent lyers is essential to air-

line survival and prosperity in an increasingly competitive

market (International Air Transport Association, 2017; Kuo

& Chen, 2015).

Customer loyalty programs or, more speciically, “Frequent

Flyer Programs” (in the following: FFP) have been designed

to appeal to frequently lying and mainly commercial cus-

tomers (Peacock, 2019). FFP offers customers, excelling by

frequent or loyal booking behavior, exceptional amenities,

status incentives or monetary awards, intending to keep

these high potential clients loyal to the airline and avoid

future acquisition costs (Krafft & Mantrala, 2006). Cus-

tomer awards are usually documented in credit points per

booking, which can be redeemed from a certain threshold

onwards. Initiated in 1981 (Peacock, 2019), FFP experi-

enced rapid growth and expansion to further sectors in the

1990ies. Today most passengers – frequent lyers or not

- participate in an FFP, which questions the status and i-

nancial effect of the programs from an airline perspective
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(Peacock, 2019). Usually managed as individual proit cen-

ters, recently, the eficiency of FFP has increasingly been put

into question, and steps have been taken to reduce expenses

by cutting customer services or increasing redemption bar-

riers for accumulated credits (Pandit, 2015).

Customers are at irst sight, fascinated by the opportunity

to collect credits and the potential status increase. 77% of

all FFP members would be willing to pay a premium just to

join the program (Crowd Twist, 2018). Customers, how-

ever, are partly disappointed with the restrictive and fre-

quently changing redemption conditions (Tripathi, Gupta, &

Mazumder, 2018). Airlines increasingly inculcate that most

accrued points will never reach the redemption threshold

(Price Water House Coopers, 2016). This behavior disillu-

sions customers, is harmful to airlines’ image, and plays at

the hands of low-cost carriers, offering cheap fares without

doubtful loyalty programs (Saxon & Spickenreuther, 2018).

Experts in the airline sector doubt whether FFP supports

airlines marketing policy effectively and are uncertain on

necessary conditions to maximize program impact on tar-

get customers.

Objectives and Methods

The study aim is to evaluate design elements of FFP con-

cerning their effectiveness to marketing, to advise airlines

on how to devise their FFP incentive system to maximize

its customer impact. The study comprises a review and

an empirical section to derive research hypotheses, which

are then tested in a quantitative consumer survey (Saxon &

Spickenreuther, 2018).

The review comprises three operational steps: First, sys-

tematics of previously observed consumer impacts is ex-

tracted from empirical academic research in order to clas-

sify a target system. Second, the design elements of FFP

that have been evaluated previously in academic research

are classiied. Third potential controlling factors moderat-

ing the impact of design elements are systematized. The

empirical part operationalizes the parameters and deines

a sample of Germany-based airline consumers to be sur-

veyed. The analysis uses reliability tested constructs and re-

gression modeling to test the hypotheses. Conclusions con-

cerning effective FFP design are drawn, and airlines are ad-

vised to draft their FFP accordingly.

THECONCEPTOFFFP–MARKETINGPRACTICEANDEM-

PIRICAL IMPACTS

Frequent Flyer Programs in Marketing Practice

FFP is incentive programs that encourage customers ly-

ing with an airline to collect credit points (equally called

miles, kilometers, or segments). These miles can be re-

deemed as gratiications for later air travel or other prod-

ucts from the airline itself or afiliated aviation partners”,

e.g., hotels, car hirers, etc (De Boer & Gudmundsson, 2012),

which can again award credit points to their customers,who

then recollect these bonuses with other partners or the air-

line (Klophaus, 2005). Bonus points are equally used by

credit card companies. They buy miles from the airlines,

and customers are awarded creditswhenusing a credit card

linked to the system (European Central Bank, 2018). FFP

thus basically comprises two columns: the status miles sys-

tem, based on the total amount of miles traveled and con-

sumptions made in a certain period (e.g., the recent year),

and the bonus miles system, as a rebate for the previous

booking, which can be retrieved once (Knorr, 2019; Reca-

madas, 2018).

Since the 1980ies, FFP has become a sort of a virtual in-

ternal currency system, including airlines issuing and re-

funding FFP, external business trading partners, accepting

FFP as vouchers, and FFP customers who are buying FFP

from the airline and consuming them for air-trafic related

and other mostly travel-related services (Mankin & Jewell,

2015; Vinod, 2011). The inclusion of a broad partner net-

work is essential to FFP image and attractiveness (De Boer

& Gudmundsson, 2012).

From an airline perspective, FFP offersmany opportunities:

FFP allows customers to participate in airlines’ transaction

cost savings by incentivizing customers to return to redeem

the promise FFP makes (Araujo & Kjellberg, 2015). FFP en-

courage customers to upgrade their travel (e.g., to business

or irst class) in order to achieve bonus points. The upgrade

means high additional revenues for airlines (Pandit, 2015).

Implicit tax advantages have contributed to the popular-

ity of the mileage system: Business lights are usually paid

by employers but booked via employee’s personal credit

cards, which results in an assignment of miles to the card

holder's private account. These beneits are hard to track

and remain untaxed in some countries. Businesses partici-

pating in the bonus point systembeneit from the additional

turnovers these semi-legal tax-free gratiications generate

for employees (Mankin & Jewell, 2015; Raiah & Ariyanti,

2017).

Zuo, Xiong, Wang, and Iida (2018) assign FFP a “gamiica-

tion effect.”Highprogramcomplexity keepsparticipants en-

gagedwith the brands involved andmotivates them tomake

additional purchases to gain indirect future awards. Air-

lines build their brand image by offering VIP customers ad-

ditional visible amenities, e.g., lounges and purchase points

in airports (Pandit, 2015). Airlines’ marketing beneits
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from FFP by retrieving large amounts of customer data that

reveal travel behavior and consumption habits. This infor-

mation supports the design of new individualized market-

ing campaigns (Knorr, 2019).

However, recent alternations in FFP schemes have, to some

extent, shattered the trust of customers in the system and

played into the hands of low-cost carriers: The strategy of

billing additional services per light is partly perceived as

more transparent. Customers are disappointed if mileage

redemption patterns are changed, and customers lying ir-

regularly abandon their loyalty to theFFPand switch to low-

cost carriers. FFP then faces the problem of proitability:

The provision of additional amenities has to be matched by

additional revenues. If miles are accrued but not redeemed,

the system loses in attractiveness for its cooperation part-

ners (Pandit, 2015). Airlines are challenged to avoid a loss

of FFP attractiveness by good design.

Design Elements of FFP

To assess which elements in FFP make the programs suc-

cessful, a classiication of FFP building blocks is useful. FFP

effectively combines monetary, service, and status rewards.

Additional frequently discussed quality aspects are reach

(i.e., network breadth) and transparency of redemption.

The following observations are extracted from earlier em-

pirical studies systematically and are condensed into re-

search hypotheses:

Monetary rewards

So-called “tangible rewards,” i.e., material beneits for re-

peated bookings, enhance customers’ relationship quality

with the brand (Pandit, 2015). Price rebates indicate airline

fairness among all passenger groups analyzed in a mixed

hotel and airline customer survey; price increases impair

fairness perception (Mimouni-Chaabane & Volle, 2010).

Monetary savings outweigh service and social beneits; only

recognition beneits aremore effective (Mimouni-Chaabane

& Volle, 2010). These observations result in the irst hy-

pothesis.

H1: Availability and height of monetary rewards in FFP

positively impact customer behavior

Service rewards

The term “service rewards” refers to additional services

FFP passengers can receive free from a charge or against

credit points anddifferentiate FFPpassengers fromconven-

tional travelers (Mathies, Gudergan, &Wang, 2013). Among

Chinese passengers, preferential treatment signiicantly en-

hances perceived relationship quality but does not increase

undesired customer entitlement (Ma, Li, & Zhang, 2018).

Exploration and entertainment amenities enhance the per-

ceived relationship investment of French FFP passengers

and contribute to relationship quality (Mathies et al., 2013).

Treatment-based FFP design-elements, e.g., additional con-

tact amenities, are particularly valuable to passengers who

estimate interaction value (Kreis &Mafael, 2014). A second

hypothesis summarizes these observations:

H2: Availability and height of service rewards in FFP posi-

tively impact customer behavior.

Status rewards

Among Chinese passengers perceived status is the most

effective tool to enhance relationship quality, but equally

contributes to (undesired) customer entitlement, which

reduces relationship quality if customer expectancies are

not met (Ma et al., 2018). Turkish airline customers

prefer intangible to monetary beneits, and loyalty de-

velopment depends on intangible beneits to a large ex-

tent (Colakoglu & Artuger, 2013). Perceived and overt

recognition signiicantly enhances perceived relationship

quality among French members of light loyalty programs

(Mimouni-Chaabane & Volle, 2010). Customers on their

way to elite statusprefer the airline if this effectuates access.

The effect is valid, even if the company offers worse ser-

vice or is more expensive than competitors (Orhun & Guo,

2018). Rapid previous status advancements induce passen-

gers to book repeatedly to develop an even higher FFP sta-

tus (Orhun & Guo, 2018). Australian passengers pay a price

premium in order to attain the premium status (Gao, Car-

rigg, Lewinski, Polderman, & Tkalcevic, 2018). Hypothesis

3 brings these observations together:

H3: Availability and height of status rewards in FFP posi-

tively impact customer behavior.

Reach of FFP

Yan and Cui (2016) ind the number of partners a highly sig-

niicant positive regressor on FFP popularity. A comparison

of loyalty programs available in the Baltic states conirms

that customers prefer programs with high numbers of af-

iliated partners with the result that the respective airlines

realize higher proits (Vilkaite-Vaitone & Papsiene, 2016).

This observation is condensed in hypothesis 4.

H4: High range and reach of FFP partner networks posi-

tively impact customer behavior.

Transparency of FFP redemption

High redemption requirements for FFP top tier s affect the

popularity of hotel and airline sector loyalty programs neg-

atively (Yan&Cui, 2016). Validity limits tomonetary advan-

tages a additional payable upgrades, for whichmiles are re-
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quired, are perceived unfair and reduce airline popularity

among customers in the airline and hotel sector (Mathies

et al., 2013). Passengers facing dificulties in redeeming

rewards due to limited availability despite FFP status lose

their commitment to the airline (Whyte, 2003). Hypothe-

sis 5 reformulates these observations positively:

H5: Transparent redemption conditions in FFP positively

impact customer behavior.

Empirically Conirmed Impacts of FFP

To assess what precisely “positive impact on customer be-

havior” implies, prior academic research is evaluated to

differentiateconsumer behavior impacts. The observed ef-

fects usually draw on well-known purchase funnel models

(De Pelsmacker, Geuens, & Van den Bergh, 2007; Koschnick,

1983; Kotler, Keller, & Bliemel, 2007) and are classiied into

six impact levels here.

Customer attitude

FFP inluences customers’ cognitive, emotional and cona-

tive attitudes on the airline. Reward schemes establish pos-

itive sentiments in consumers’ minds (Tanford, 2013).

Brand image

The constructionof adistinctivebrand image is of particular

relevance for the highly competitive aviation sector, which

disposes of little differentiate necessaryessential products

(Ponnam, 2007). FFP shave strengthened customers’ im-

age perception of the airline brand (De Boer & Gudmunds-

son, 2012; Kalligiannis, Iatrou, & Mason, 2006). Incentives

contribute to enhance frequent lyers’ attitude toward the

brands, and in the extended run members get convinced of

the brand image (Dekay, Toh, & Raven, 2009). Frequent ly-

ers in FFP feel that their membership generates personal

status, service, and monetary value (Dekay et al., 2009).

Purchase behavior

Choosing between airlines of equal light schedule and

availability, passengers prefer companies offering addi-

tional amenities and services (Tanford, 2013). They return

to the company due to initial fairness perception and in the

conviction that this prior treatmentwill repeat in the frame-

work of an FFP (Mimouni-Chaabane & Volle, 2010). Satis-

factionwith the airline determines consumers’ future book-

ing intentions and results from perceived pricing and ser-

vice quality during recent lights (Park, MacInnis, Priester,

Eisingerich, & Iacobucci, 2010). FFP has been found to

contribute to airlines’ economic success since they push

booking igures, returns per booking (due to higher real-

ized booking prices) (Hossain, Kibria, Farhana, et al., 2017),

and market shares (Orhun & Guo, 2018). These factors i-

nally contribute to increased proitability (Vilkaite-Vaitone

& Papsiene, 2016).

Consumer loyalty

FFP passengers are awarded a superior status and enjoy an

elite in-group (Zuo et al., 2018). Perceived high relationship

investments of the airline, e.g., when customers experience

monetary savings, service advantages, status, and social

beneits induce customer satisfaction (Mimouni-Chaabane

& Volle, 2010). Frequent lyer programs increase cus-

tomers’ bond to the airline. FFP reward systems motivate

passengers to re-book with the respective airlines, which

promises further (extrinsic) rewards and contributes to es-

tablishing customers’ overt status (Meyer-Waarden, 2008).

FFP makes customers return to belong to a perceived elite

(Orhun & Guo, 2018).

Customer relationship

Airlines relationship investments in customers realized by

FFP signiicantly enhancing relationship quality and a long-

lasting, trusting customer partnership (Mimouni-Chaabane

& Volle, 2010). FFP enhances customer loyalty and advo-

cacy partly due to habituation and partly due to the con-

viction that the FFP offers superior service (Uncles, Dowl-

ing, & Hammond, 2003). Additional rewards for frequent

bookings, heighten customers’ switching barrier with ev-

ery booked light. The impending decay of credit points in

case of non-usage over one to three years additionally mo-

tivates customers to stay loyal just not to lose the premium

acquired over several years (Woisetschlaeger, Michaelis, &

Backhaus, 2008). Customers’ keep engaged in the relation-

ship to the brand for a prolonged period by, for instance,

joining the brand on virtualmedia and keeping informed on

new products and services.

Customer lifetime value

Satisied by superior service, FFP customers actively com-

municate their conviction of the airline brand and FFP sta-

tus with friends and colleagues and perhaps share bonus

points (Rapp, 2000). Conventional passengers are likely to

develop the desire to attain the same superior treatment

and equally stay loyal to the airline to progress to VIP sta-

tus (Zins, 2001). Loyal and satisied customers represent

a vital value base for airlines: A broad FFP customer base

means a sustainable competitive advantage to businesses in

the aviation industry (Colakoglu & Artuger, 2013). Invest-

ments into FFP now low back to the provider.

The observed impact levels are the target parameters in the

empirical analysis implemented in this study and concretize
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H1 toH5 concerning the tested impacts to the target param-

eters customer attitude, brand image, purchase behavior,

consumer loyalty, customer relationship, customer lifetime

value.

Moderators to FFP Effectiveness

Previous research discusses a broad range ofmoderators of

perceived FFP quality and marketing effectiveness, i.e., fac-

tors that are not directly related to the FFP but still impact

customer behavior. Airline safety and quality and passen-

gers’ lying habits are among themost frequently tested fac-

tors:

Airline safety and quality

Attractive schedules and light lexibility increase the at-

tractiveness of FFP to passengers (Lederman, 2007). Air-

lines’ service quality and safety positively moderate con-

sumers' satisfaction with the airline as a whole and with

FFP programs (Sandada & Matibiri, 2016). Service quality

and safety equally enhance passenger satisfaction and air-

line image (Park et al., 2010). Customer loyalty increases

when passengers feel reassured concerning safety and are

convinced by service quality (Sandada & Matibiri, 2016).

Passenger lying habits

Moderate the impact of FFP design on consumers. Busi-

ness travelers are more willing to pay for additional FFP

amenities than leisure travelers since businesses frequently

pay for their employees’ travel expenses and do not im-

pose clear restrictions on the budget (Orhun & Guo, 2018).

FP programs' availability is more critical to the long haul

and business travelers than leisure and short-haul travelers

(Chin, 2002). According to Meyer-Waarden (2008), heavy

lyers enjoy social and relational beneits, while rare ly-

ers are mostly budget-optimizing. Since frequent travelers

are often registered on one or the other loyalty program al-

ready, they are open to join other programs, if those cooper-

ate or offer joint reward systems, for instance, hotel and air-

line loyalty programs (Dekay et al., 2009; Lederman, 2007).

Research Gap

Although the review of previous studies has provided a

plausible and comprehensive model of the way FFP takes

effect on consumer behavior, several research gaps remain

which motivate the empirical section of this study:

Although various empirical studies in particular nations,

namely in an Australian (Gao et al., 2018; Whyte, 2003) and

Chinese (Ma et al., 2018) and even a Baltic (Vilkaite-Vaitone

& Papsiene, 2016), South African (Sandada & Matibiri,

2016) and Turkish (Colakoglu & Artuger, 2013) context are

available, none of the papers considers German passengers

or German airlines FFP or the context of travelers in Ger-

many. Most studies do not differentiate on the design of

FFPs (loyalty programs), but assess the impact of pure FFP

availability only (Colakoglu & Artuger, 2013; Lederman,

2007; Meyer-Waarden, 2008; Whyte, 2003; Mathies et al.,

2013; Sandada & Matibiri, 2016).

Most studies focus either on customer attitudes and per-

ception (Dekay et al., 2009; Mathies et al., 2013), branding

(Park et al., 2010), purchase theory (Gao et al., 2018; Orhun

& Guo, 2018; Meyer-Waarden, 2008), customer loyalty

(Dekay et al., 2009; Sandada & Matibiri, 2016; Mimouni-

Chaabane & Volle, 2010) or customer relationship manage-

ment but do not integrate these theoretical perspectives.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

The empirical study section focuses on the German FFP

market and analyses a comprehensive set of FFP design el-

ements and a conclusive set of impacts.

Sample and Survey Design

A quantitative empirical survey among members of fre-

quent lyer programs with German airlines is conducted in

order to assess to what extent design elements of FFP im-

pact consumer behavior and to identify moderators to this

effect.

The German aviation market is intensely concentrated

and dominated by Lufthansa AG, which together with its

100% daughters Germanwings and Eurowings transports

86.9% of passengers booking with German Airlines. While

Lufthansa AG does line and charter lights, the competitor's

Condor and TUI Fly operate in the charter business only.

Due to this strong concentration, there is only one relevant

FFP for the German market, in which all resident airlines

in the DACH region (German-Austria, and Switzerland) join

theMiles &More Program. Miles &More is Europe’s largest

FFPand includes diversepartners, 37 international airlines,

thousands of hotels, travel, mobility, entertainment shop-

ping, and inance providers. Miles can be earned and re-

deemed with every partner of Miles & More, for instance

when booking lights, hotels, rented cars, or for shopping

with partner corporations (Lufthansa Group, 2019).

Most earlier studies address FFP customers to assess the ef-

fectiveness of FFP schemes scheme (Colakoglu & Artuger,

2013; Gao et al., 2018; Kreis & Mafael, 2014; Mathies et

al., 2013; Ma et al., 2018; Sandada & Matibiri, 2016). To

reach the target group of FFP customers resident in Ger-

many, the quantitative survey is done among participants

of the Miles & More program. Based on a multiple-choice
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questionnaire, an explanatory factor analysis and a regres-

sion model is drafted to test the hypotheses.

For eficient data collection, the survey is conducted elec-

tronically via a Web protocol. The surveyor uses Twitter to

promote the academic survey. A tweet including the link on

the is placed in the category “Miles &More Lufthansa.” Only

participants indicating to be a member of Miles & More are

admitted to the remainder of the survey.

The analysis is done at a conidence level of 95% (resulting

z-score 1.96) and accepts amargin of error of 5%. The pop-

ulation size is the total number of Miles & More members.

Miles&More currently has got 30millionmembers (Luxury

Travel Expert, 2-19). Accordingly, a sample size of 385 is re-

quired, and 502 complete answers are collected. The sur-

vey questions are formulated as positive test statements

and coded on a ive-level Likert scale. The survey adapts

previously validated coding systems (Bauer, Mäder, & Hu-

ber, 2002; Colakoglu&Artuger, 2013; Kreis&Mafael, 2014;

Ma et al., 2018; Meyer-Waarden, 2008; Park et al., 2010) for

the application in the context ofMiles &More. To assess the

input factors, moderators, and target factors according to

the hypotheses, multi-item constructs are formed, compris-

ing the replies to several researchquestions each. These are

condensed using factor analytical methods, and construct

reliability is checked on the basis of Cronbach Alpha.

Factor Reliability and Descriptive Empirical Results

The descriptive results by item are displayed in the ap-

pendix. The analysis has reliably reached the target group

of frequently lying customers: 55% of the participants are

between 30 and 49 years of age. Only 7% are younger than

20 or older than 60 years. The majority of the participants

earnmore than 81,000 Euros per year, while only 15% earn

40 TEUR or less. On average, the participants are in in-

come group 5 (mean 5.11), which indicates an average in-

come of 61 to 80 TEUR. The majority of participants travel

mainly for personal reasons. Most (45%) book less than

10% of their lights for business reasons. Only 19% book

more than 50% of business lights. The participants partly

book short term trips (30%), another 29% however books

less than 20% short term trips. Most participants (39% or

197 persons) ly more than 25 times per year. Only 0.8%

or 84 persons ly once or twice a year only. 75% ly at least

seven times per year. Correspondingly most (47%) of par-

ticipants aremembers of several FFP. Only 12%have always

been Miles & More members only.

Participants’ perception of height and availability of premia

(AM) ismixed. Themajority (41%) ind the FFP premia and

redemption options partly attractive. Most, however, do

not ind available upgrades, beautiful (41%). Most are not

content at all on non-light purchase and booking options

(40%). Most participants are not particularly satisied with

FFP services; about 25% do not agree with the respective

test statements at all, about a quarter of the participants do

not at all feel any superior or important status as FFPmem-

bers, another 35%hardly agrees to the respective test state-

ments. Only about 12% widely or thoroughly feels positive

impact of status awards. However, the majority of partici-

pants estimate the advantages of the comprehensive part-

ner network with other airlines. It is partly satisied with

the range of partnering hotels and shopping options world-

wide. The majority of participants are only partly satisied

with the transparency of redemption and the lexibility of

acquired miles. About 10% each are very satisied or not

satisied at all. The participants are widely or fully satisied

with airline safety on average. Airline quality perception is

mainly positive, but only 3 to 9% of the participants are de-

lighted. Summarizing the results for the impact of FFP by

item, the participants are relatively optimistic on the pro-

gram's usefulness however they see its brand value and im-

age as comparatively low. This does not impair their inten-

tion to make further use of the program, but possibly their

recommendation behavior.

The constructs relevant to evaluate the hypotheses com-

prise premia height and availability (AM), availability and

range of service wards (AS), and status awards (AT), per-

ceived range of partner networks (QP), andperceived trans-

parency of redemption (QT). Items assessing moderators

of FFP impact comprise perceived airline safety (MAS)

and general airline quality (MAQ). The target parame-

ters describing consumer behavior comprise customer at-

titude on the FFP (BA), Brand Image (BI), Purchase Behav-

ior (BV), Brand Loyalty (BL), customer relationship (BR),

and perceived customer lifetime value (BV). Cronbach Al-

pha assesses the contingency of the construct as a whole.

Values above 0.7 are acceptable, and all constructs, but

MAS (0.675) are above this bottom line (Nunally & Bern-

stein, 1978). Since the deviation is low, MAS is accepted

for further evaluation, too. The constructs are approxi-

mately generally distributed according to Shapiro Wilk and

Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test. Correlations between the input

factors are insigniicant. Regression modeling is thus ad-

missible.

Hypotheses Test

The regression models assess the impact of the input fac-

tors andmoderators on the target factors BA, BI, BV, BL, BR,

and BV. The following tables contain signiicant effects only.
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H1 (monetary premia): Table 1 summarizes the signiicant

results of standardized beta values for H5 only. It shows

that AM (height and availability of monetary premia) takes

a highly signiicant positive effect on all target factors in the

customer behavior chain. H1 is entirely accepted. The num-

ber of lights per year is a positive and theusage of other FFP

a negative control of the impact ofmonetary premia. Airline

safety has got a signiicant moderating effect on customer

attitude, brand image and purchase behavior. Airline safety

and quality unfold direct impacts on customer loyalty, rela-

tionship, and customer value,. Still, they are notmoderators

concerning the effect of AM on the customer behavior chain

(Indicated by numbers in brackets).

TABLE 1. Test of H1

H1 AM MC1 MT3 MT4 MAS MAQ

Sig Beta stand Monetary Premia Age Group The Annual Number of Flights Other FFP Airline Safety Airline Quality

BA 0.390** -0.226** 0.167**

BI 0.179** -0.179** 0.178** 0.105**

BP 0.115** 0.133** -0.192** 0.118** (0.265)

BL 0.179** 0.141** -0.233** (0.333)

BR 0.236** (0.227) (0.290)

BV 0.410** -0.062* 0.066* -0.094* (0.012) (0.238)

H2 (service awards): Summarizing the results of the six in-

dividual regressionmodels drafted to test H2 (Table 2), this

hypothesis is accepted. AS is a highly signiicant positive

determiner in all six models and more important than all

other determiners, controls and moderators and impacts

consumer behavior positively:

TABLE 2. Test of H2

H2 AS MT2 MT3 MT4 MAS MAQ

Sig Beta stand Service Award Short Distance Flights The Annual Number of Flights Other FFP Airline Safety Airline Quality

BA 0.385** -0.209** (0.165)

BI 0.349** -0.104** 0.120**

BP 0.170** 0.076** 0.097* -0.185** (0.252)

BL 0.301** 0.054** -0.218** (0.291)

BR 0.228** (0.236) (0.304)

BV 0.384** -0.084** 0.140** (0.255)

H3 (status awards): According to H3, the relevance of sta-

tus awards to consumer behavior is evaluated, and the re-

sults are represented in Table 3. Hypothesis 3 is entirely ac-

cepted. The availability and height of status awards in FFP,

inluences consumer behavior positively. AT is a highly sig-

niicant determiner in all six models and more important

than all other determiners, controls and moderators.

TABLE 3. Test of H3

H3 AT MT2 MT3 MT4 MAS MAQ

Sig Beta stand Service Award Short Distance Flights The Annual Number of Flights Other FFP Airline Safety Airline Quality

BA 0.325** -0.220** (0.208)

BI 0.384** 0.058** -0.105** (0.122) (0.117)

BP 0.288** 0.087** 0.094* -0.177** (0.104) (0.201)

BL 0.315** 0.064** -0.221** (0.2950

BR 0.326** (0.217) (0.278)

BV 0.360** -0.090* (0.113) (0.288)

H4 (reach of FFPnetwork): The summative results of the six

regression models assessing the assumedly positive impact

of FFP reach on consumer behavior are displayed in Table 4:

H4 is fully assumed, the range and quality of partner net-

works take a signiicantly positive effect on consumer be-

havior. All beta factors of QP are highly signiicant, and all

regression models show highly signiicant its.
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TABLE 4. Test of H4

H4 QP MT2 MT3 MT4 MAS MAQ

Sig Beta stand Range of Partner Networks in FFP Short Distance Flights The Annual Number of Flights Other FFP Airline Safety Airline Quality

BA 0.201** 0.073* -0.232** (0.264)

BI 0.297** -0.122** (0.130) (0.166)

BP 0.128** 0.069* 0.142** -0.191** (0.090) (0.250)

BL 0.220** 0.111** -0.236** (0.347)

BR 0.270** (0.223) (0.317)

BV 0.161** 0.029* -0.105** (0.119) (0.378)

H5 (transparency of redemption): A synopsis of the regres-

sion models comprising the factor QT (transparency of re-

demption) illustrates that this is another essential deter-

miner of desirable customer behavior. QT is highly signi-

icant in all six tested models.

TABLE 5. Test of H5

H4 QT MT2 MT3 MT4 MAS MAQ

Sig Beta stand Transparency of Redemption Short Distance Flights The Annual Number of Flights Other FFP Airline Safety Airline Quality

BA 0.246*+ 0.049* -0.244** (0.246)

BI 0.282** -0.134** (0.143) 0.174**

BP 0.140** 0.078* 0.138** 0.140** 0.113** (0.272)

BL 0.174** 0.058* 0.111** -0.242** (0.357)

BR 0.231** (0.231) (0.319)

BV 0.323 0.078** -0.115** (0.093) 0.322**

Impact of moderators

Summarizing the results concerning the assumed moder-

ators across all models, consumers doing a high number

of short-distance lights (MT2) are usually more inclined

to book with the airline and show higher customer loyalty.

They partly perceive the higher brand image. A high num-

ber of annual lights (MT3) is a positive predictor of con-

sumers FFP related desirable behavior. Frequent lyers de-

velop an improved brand attitude, book with the airline

more frequently, are more loyal, and equally unfold higher

customer value. Membership in other FFP (MT4) is a nega-

tive moderator of customer behavior towards Miles &More

and more often highly signiicant than all other modera-

tors. Customers who have other FFP at their disposal show

a more negative brand attitude, perceive the brand image

of Miles & less valuable, book less frequently, are less loyal,

and unfold lower customer value than passengers trusting

in Miles & More alone.

Perceived airline safety positively moderates the impact of

FFP design on customer behavior. Only a few models ind

an actualreal moderating effect in the way that both air-

line safety as a factor and the interaction variable with the

determiner are signiicant. This is the case for four from

twenty-four models only. For most models, airline safety

is a highly signiicant determiner, but not a moderator of

the consumer behavior target. This is the case in 14 of 24

cases. Airline quality rarely is a moderator of the impact

of FFP on consumer behavior. This assumption is only con-

irmed for four out of 24 models. In 21 cases, airline qual-

ity is a signiicant co-determiner of customer behavior since

the respective interaction variables are not signiicant. In

sum, apart from FFP program attractiveness, perceived air-

line safety and quality are essential positive co-determiners

of customer behavior in the aviation business, but not mod-

erators in the original sense.

CONCLUSION

Classiication of Results

The study has combined a thorough review of previous em-

pirical research in the consumer impact of FFP and a sta-

tistically representative empiricalmember survey on deter-

miners of FFP effectiveness for the only German FFP pro-

gram Miles & More.

Consumer behavior constructs and the design elements of

FFP have conclusively been derived from earlier models,

and it has been found that height and availability of mon-

etary awards, availability, and range of service awards and

status awards, the number of FFP partners, and redemp-

tion transparency are the major design elements of fre-

quent lyer programs. The impact of these parameters on

consumer behavior has been tested, referring to six fre-

quently discussed elements in thepurchase funnel. The sur-

vey inds that all six factors are important to each level of

the consumer behavior chain. Partly airline safety and air-

line quality are signiicant co-determinants to consumer be-

havior. A high number of annual lights and a high share

of short-distance lights increases the behavioral impact of

FFP, while membership in other FFP is a very important

negative control.

The study distinguishes from earlier research concerning
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its focus on the German FFP sector and concerning the com-

prehensiveness of assessment of FFP design elements and

behavioral impacts. The found relationships, of course, are

valid for the German aviation sector only. Regression mod-

eling is a proven approach applied by several similar stud-

ies. Still, it does not show cross relationships between the

input factors and moderators (which have, however, been

found insigniicant in the preliminary analysis). Further

studies in FFP impact analysis should use a more complex

and comprehensive statistical design, e.g., structural equa-

tion modeling, to discover different and more distinct rela-

tionships.

Recommendations to Airline Marketing Practice

Airlines beneit from the survey results among 502 Miles &

More members to improve and adjust their FFP programs:

The study has found that all levels of the customer behav-

ior cycle are addressed by FFP. FFP takes effect on cus-

tomer attitude, contribute to develop airlines’ brand im-

age, motivates light bookings, and keeps customers loyal to

the airline. They build a sustainable customer relationship

based on mutual valuation. Contrary to frequent criticism

(De Boer & Gudmundsson, 2012; Knorr, 2019; Klophaus,

2005; Vinod, 2011), FFP is still an effective strategy of gain-

ing, developing, and retaining customers.

However, airlines should not reduce the comprehensive

draft of their FFP, to save costs at short notice: the analy-

sis has shown that price premia, service, and status awards

are integral elements of FFP and together contribute to im-

pact customer behavior. It is not a single FFP element that

is effective by itself or redundant. FFP is rather deined

as comprehensive service and premia concepts. Customers

perceive FFP as a compliment for their trust and loyalty. If

airlines reduce one or the other beneit for budget reasons,

they undermine the credibility of the whole program.

Network reach, i.e. the number of available partners and

redemption transparency, are highly signiicant determin-

ers of FFP effectiveness with customers. Airlines should

accordingly build their FFP network and gain other air-

lines, hotels, and shops around the world to participate

with attractive and transparent offers. Redemption guide-

less should be kept possibly simple and inform customers

on premia height and expiry. Hidden conditions and re-

peated changes in redemption conditions, while the pro-

gram is running should be avoided to maintain customer

trust.

Beyond the development of FFP, airlines should keep gen-

eral quality and safety standards in mind. These are the

probably most important determiners of customer booking

behavior, trust, and loyalty. So far, brand airlines still en-

joy an advance of trust concerning safety and quality crite-

ria. But budget carriers could, in the mid-term, catch up on

these points. FFP remains an important strategy to main-

tain the attraction of brand airlines but should be designed

honestly and sustainably.
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APPENDIX

Appenidx: Distributions of frequencies by item

Target Items Do not Agree at All Hardly Agree Partly Agree Widely Agree Fully Agree

Brand attitude (BA)

Miles & More is part of my travels. 5.18% 9.76% 31.27% 33.86% 19.92%

I feel personally connected to the

Miles & More program.

13.94% 23.11% 29.48% 24.50% 8,.96%

I feel emotionally bonded to theMiles

& More program.

30.48% 26.10% 21.71% 14.94% 6.77%

Brand Image (BI)

Miles & More is a unique brand. 15.34% 25.50% 32.07% 20.92% 6.18%

Miles & More enjoys high acceptance

among travelers.

5.78% 17.93% 40.44% 28.09% 7.77%

Miles&Moremembershipmediates a

positive image.

10.96% 24.90% 33.07% 22.71% 8.37%

Purchase Behavior (BP)

I am a regular customer of Miles &

More partner airlines.

3.98% 6,77% 22.91% 35.06% 31.27%

If I ly again, I will again go with Miles

& More partner airlines.

3.19% 8.76% 32.67% 31.08% 24.30%

I plan to lywithMiles&More partner

airlines more frequently in future.

11.16% 26.49% 28.88% 17.33% 16.14%

Brand Loyalty (BL)

I would encourage my family and

friends to go with Miles & More part-

ner airlines.

12.55% 16.93% 31.27% 24.70% 14.54%

I would be reluctant to book with

non-Miles & More partners.

29.68% 23.71% 23.11% 11.75% 11.75%

I would encourage my company to

book with Miles & More partner air-

lines.

18.53% 20.92% 29.08% 16.93% 14.54%

customer Relationship (BR)

I have a high-quality relationship

with Miles & More partner airlines.

10.76% 24.10% 34.66% 23.11% 7.37%

I have trust in Miles & More partner

airlines.

3.59% 7.17% 28.29% 44.02% 16.93%

I am willing to remain a customer of

Miles & More partner airlines.

3.59% 7.77% 26.49% 38.65% 23.51%

Brand Value (BV)

Participating in theMiles &More pro-

grammakes me feel better about my-

self.

25.50% 25.50% 28.49% 14.94% 5.58%

The Miles & More program offers me

additional value for my money.

11.35% 20.52% 39.44% 20.52% 8.17%

The Miles & More program is useful

for me.

2.79% 11.75% 37.05% 32.07% 16.33%

Premia height & availabiltiy (AM)

Miles & More provides a favorable

mileage accumulation policy.

9.16% 24.50% 41.04% 21.91% 3.39%

Miles & More offers attractive up-

grades.

17.53% 41.24% 27.09% 11.75% 2.39%
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Appenidx: Distributions of frequencies by item

Target Items Do not Agree at All Hardly Agree Partly Agree Widely Agree Fully Agree

Miles &More has convincing redemp-

tion options for light bookings.

11.55% 21.71% 42.23% 18.53% 5.98%

Miles & More has attractive premia

for non-light purchases and book-

ings.

39.64% 26.49% 19.92% 9.16% 4.78%

Service range and availability (AS)

I feel that Miles & More gives me bet-

ter treatment than it gives customers

who do not join the program.

23.51% 29.08% 26.69% 14.94% 5.78%

I feel that Miles & More gives me

faster service than it gives customers

who do not join the program.

24.90% 25.90% 26.49% 15.54% 7.17%

I feel that Miles & More does things

for me that it does not do for most

other customers.

29.68% 33.47% 26.29% 7.57% 2.99%

Perception of status awards (AT)

I feel that I have a high standing as a

member of Miles & More.

23.31% 35.06% 26.89% 11.95% 2.79%

I believe that I am a very important

customer ofMiles&More partner air-

lines.

28.49% 33.86% 25.30% 8.76% 3.59%

I believe that Miles & More part-

ner airlines appreciate me more than

most of its other customers.

29.28% 37.85% 26.69% 4.38% 1.79%

Range of partner networks (QP)

Miles & More has the advantage of

partnering with many airlines glob-

ally.

0.20% 3.59% 18.33% 51.39% 26.49%

Miles & More has got an extensive

network of attractive hotel partner-

ships.

6.57% 19.12% 42.03% 25.10% 7.17%

Miles & More offers a broad range of

shopping options worldwide.

11.95% 24.90% 37.25% 19.32% 6.57%

Perceived transparency of redemp-

tion (QT)

I can always redeem collected miles

easily.

12.75% 19.32% 33.86% 24.90% 9.16%

The redemption of miles is transpar-

ent.

9/.16% 19.72% 29.48% 30.28% 11.35%

You can lexibly use acquired miles. 9.96% 17.53% 37.85% 25.70% 8.96%

Moderators (items)

Airline safety (MAS)

I am generally satisied with light

safety.

0.20% 0.20% 2.99% 37.05% 59.56%

I feel save during lights with Miles &

More partner airlines.

0.60% 0.60% 6.77% 38.05% 53.98%

I feel the cabin crews at Miles & More

Partner Airlines are competent and

reliable.

1.20% 1.59% 20.72% 55.58% 20.92%
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Appenidx: Distributions of frequencies by item

Target Items Do not Agree at All Hardly Agree Partly Agree Widely Agree Fully Agree

Airline Quality (MAQ)

The employee attitude of Miles &

More partner airlines demonstrates

their willingness to help me.

2.79% 4.58% 30.08% 50.00% 12.55%

The employee attitude of Miles &

More partner airlines shows me that

they understand my needs.

2.79% 9.36% 38.45% 40.04% 9.36%

The employees of Miles & More part-

ner airlines are able to handle my

complaints directly and immediately.

8.96% 20.32% 37.85% 25.70% 7.17%

The Miles & More airlines facility is

well designed.

2.39% 9.16% 38.05% 42.23% 8.17%

I rarely have to wait long to receive

the Miles & More service.

5.38% 16.33% 33.27% 32.47% 12.55%
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